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RAY YOUNGSTERS PROPHETS OF THE 
KINGDOM
CATECHESIS 11

Pilgrims towards the city of God

OPENING PRAYER

Lord, Father of our human family,
you created all human beings equal in dignity:
pour forth into our hearts a fraternal spirit
and inspire in us a dream of renewed encounter,
dialogue, justice and peace.
Move us to create healthier societies
and a more dignified world,
a world without hunger, poverty, violence and war.
May our hearts be open
to all the peoples and nations of the earth.
May we recognize the goodness and beauty
that you have sown in each of us,
and thus forge bonds of unity, common projects,
and shared dreams. Amen.

BIBLICAL ILLUMINATION (Lv 19, 33-34)

When a stranger sojourns with you in your land, you shall not do him wrong. You shall 
treat the stranger who sojourns with you as the native among you, and you shall love him 
as yourself, for you were strangers in the land of Egypt: I am the Lord your God.

AUGUSTINIAN ILLUMINATION (Sermon 25)

8. Behold, with God’s favor, we are in winter. Think of the poor, of how to dress Christ 
naked. While the Gospel was being read, haven´t we all considered Zacchaeus joyful 
because when, up on a tree, caring looking at the one who was passing, Did Christ looked 
at him? Indeed, how could he expect to have Him as a guest in his house? When He said 
“come down, Zacchaeus, because today I should stay at home I heard the cry with which 
you congratulated yourselves. Most of you imagined yourself to be Zacchaeus and you 
received Christ. That is why the heart of all of you said: “Joyful Zacchaeus. The Lord 
entered his house. Blessed is he! Couldn’t the same thing happen to us? “ Christ is already 
in heaven. Read me aloud, O Christ!, the New Testament. Make me happy with your 
law. Read it yourself, Christian, so you know that you are not deprived of the presence 
of Christ. Listen to the one who will judge you: When you did it to one of my little ones, 
you did it to me. Each one of you hopes to receive Christ seated in heaven; see him lying 
in a doorway; see him starving, cold; see him poor, pilgrim. Do what you are used to, do 
what you are not used to. The knowledge is greater, the good works are more. You praise 
the seed, show the harvest. Amen. 
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MAGISTERIUM TEACHINGS

The Church and Christians, sign of hope

101. Faced with the vast movement of people, with the phenomenon of human mobility, 
considered by some as the new “credo” of contemporary man, faith reminds us how we 
are all pilgrims on our way towards our true homeland. “Christian life is essentially a 
living through the Passover with Christ, or a journey, a sublime migration towards total 
Communion of the Kingdom of God” (CMU 10). All the history of the Church illustrates 
its passion and its holy zeal for this humanity on the move.
The “foreigner” is God’s messenger who surprises us and interrupts the regularity and 
logic of daily life, bringing near those who are far away. In “foreigners” the Church sees 
Christ who “pitches His tent among us” (cf. Jn 1:14) and who “knocks at our door” (cf. 
Ap 3:20). This meeting – characterised by attention, welcome, sharing and solidarity, 
by the protection of the rights of migrants and of commitment to evangelise – reveals 
the constant solicitude of the Church, which discovers authentic values in migrants and 
considers them a great human resource. (Erga migrantes caritas christi 101).

TOPIC DEVELOPMENT

In the light of the word of God, and accompanied by the contribution of our Father Saint 
Augustine, we can reflect on this historical issue of Migration, which has marked humanity 
throughout its history, and today it appears to grow more than never.

It is worth starting by highlighting that, according to specialists, no other time in human 
history has seen so many groups of human beings moving from one place to another, as 
today.

But, What is Migration? It is defined as the displacement that a person, or a group of 
people, makes to change the place of their residence, either from one country to another, 
or within the same country, due to multiple factors.

For this, Saint Augustine has much to contribute, since he lived the migration in his own 
flesh, the emigration from Carthage to Rome, and dealt with many migrants in Hippo. The 
time in which he lived is very similar to the current one, where the redefinition of values 
and the decline of institutions and empires are lived.

In this sense, he invites us to welcome the immigrant because in him he sees Jesus, beyond 
humanistic motives, illuminated by Mt. 25, 35: “I was a pilgrim and you hosted me”, 
and by the essence of Christianity: charity and love, seeing these migratory events as 
a message from God, which invites us to recognize the fragility of human empires, the 
transience of temporal things and therefore trust only in Him.

Likewise, it encourages us to realize the world in which we live, avoiding being silent 
spectators or  doing simple actions, but rather to be creative when looking for solutions to 
overcome this problem.
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We are all migrants

The Bishop of Hippo presents us with 3 types of migrants:

1. Asylees: Those who move from one place to another, seeking asylum as refugees (social 
and economic).

2. Poor: Those who are forced to emigrate for reasons of poverty, even changing sectors, 
such as from the countryside to the city.

3. Those who flee: Those who escape from their places of origin for reasons of war, 
destruction, shortages or insecurity.

Within this classification, and very possibly marked by the phenomenon that there were 
many peregrinus (pilgrims) that filled the streets and squares of Hippo, Saint Augustine 
reminds Christians of all times that it is necessary not to forget those who are peregrinus, 
since we are all peregrinus; We are not citizens of this earth, but our citizenship is in 
Heaven, in the city of God.

Saint Augustine links all believers with emigrants, since we are all spiritually emigrants 
who go to the city of God, our true homeland, knowing that while we live on this earth we 
are not citizens of this world, but, only, emigrants and peregrinus. 

Reflection

It is important to understand that we are all born in one place not because we have paid a 
price for it, but because God has so arranged. For this reason, it is worth putting yourself in 
the place of migrants in order to know “how would I like to be treated?” It is an opportunity 
that God gives us to analyze our conscience.

So, we can say that migrants represent a challenge for Christians, because they test the 
virtue of charity, which is one of the main differentiating elements. 

Pope Francis invites us to put into action the 4 verbs in favor of migrants: Welcome, 
Protect, Promote and Integrate.

Christ is present in those who suffer from some lack due to their condition of pilgrims, 
from being a stranger to being in a country of which they are not a citizen. And second, 
if Christ is present in these people, it is necessary to succor him and help him to remedy 
their needs.

For this reason, I understand that we are all pilgrims; the Supreme Pontiff explains 7 
important aspects that we must analyze and reflect in order to assume our commitment as 
Catholic Christians, citizens and young people (the now of God):

1. It is about our fears: “The problem is not that we have doubts and fears. The problem 
is when they condition our way of thinking and acting to the point of making us intolerant, 
closed and perhaps even – without realizing it – racist.”
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2. It is about charity: “Through works of charity, we demonstrate our faith (cf. Jas 2:18). 
And the highest form of charity is that shown to those unable to reciprocate and perhaps 
even to thank us in return. “It is also about the face we want to give to our society and 
about the value of each human life... The progress of our peoples... depends above all on 
our openness to being touched and moved by those who knock at our door. Their faces 
shatter and debunk all those false idols that can take over and enslave our lives; idols that 
promise an illusory and momentary happiness blind to the lives and sufferings of others” 
(Address at the Diocesan Caritas of Rabat, 30 March 2019).

3. It is about our humanity: “Compassion motivated that Samaritan – for the Jews, a 
foreigner – not to pass by. Compassion is a feeling that cannot be explained on a purely 
rational level. Compassion strikes the most sensitive chords of our humanity, releasing a 
vibrant urge to “be a neighbor” to all those whom we see in difficulty. As Jesus himself 
teaches us (cf. Mt 9:35-36; 14:13-14; 15:32-37), being compassionate means recognizing 
the suffering of the other and taking immediate action to soothe, heal and save. To be 
compassionate means to make room for that tenderness which today’s society so often 
asks us to repress.“

4. it is a question of seeing that no one is excluded: “Today’s world is increasingly 
becoming more elitist and cruel towards the excluded. Developing countries continue to 
be drained of their best natural and human resources for the benefit of a few privileged 
markets. Wars only affect some regions of the world, yet weapons of war are produced and 
sold in other regions which are then unwilling to take in the refugees produced by these 
conflicts. Those who pay the price are always the little ones, the poor, the most vulnerable, 
who are prevented from sitting at the table and are left with the “crumbs” of the banquet 
(cf. Lk 16:19-21). “The Church which ‘goes forth’... can move forward, boldly take the 
initiative, go out to others, seek those who have fallen away, stand at the crossroads and 
welcome the outcast” (Evangelii Gaudium, 24). A development that excludes makes the 
rich richer and the poor poorer. A real development, on the other hand, seeks to include all 
the world’s men and women, to promote their integral growth, and to show concern for 
coming generations”.

5. it is about putting the last in first place: “Jesus Christ asks us not to yield to the logic 
of the world, which justifies injustice to others for my own gain or that of my group. “Me 
first, and then the others!” Instead, the true motto of the Christian is, “The last shall be 
first!” In the logic of the Gospel, the last come first, and we must put ourselves at their 
service”.

6. t is about the whole person, about all people: “In every political activity, in every 
program, in every pastoral action we must always put the person at the center, in his or 
her many aspects, including the spiritual dimension. And this applies to all people, whose 
fundamental equality must be recognized”.

7. it is about building the city of God and man: “In our time, which can also be called 
the era of migration, many innocent people fall victim to the “great deception” of limitless 
technological and consumerist development (cf. Laudato Si’, 34). As a result, they 
undertake a journey towards a “paradise” that inevitably betrays their expectations. Their 
presence, at times uncomfortable, helps to debunk the myth of a progress that benefits a 
few while built on the exploitation of many”.
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REFLECTIONS AND QUESTIONS TO WORK IN A GROUP

1. What is meant by the phrase: “while we live on this earth, we are not citizens of 
this world, but only emigrants”.
2. What is our commitment as Christians to the issue of Migration?
3. Mention 3 proposals for creative solutions to deal with this situation.

SPECIFIC SOCIAL ACTION 

• Identify if in our Local Center, Parish, School or place of experience of Faith, there are 
cases of migrants; so that, as a group, they generate proposals to help them in concrete, 
physical and spiritual ways.

• Develop and publish, on the social networks of their RAY groups, a prayer for migrants, 
with a message of love, hope and motivation.

FINAL PRAYER

God Father of our ancestors,
we have known for a long time
that your heart is with refugees and migrants.
That you were born among us
in a family of refugees,
who fled from violence of their homeland,
and then picked up their starving child
to flee to a foreign country.
Their cry, Your cry, resounds through the ages:
May I come in?
Give us sensitive hearts to open
when our brothers and sisters
turn to us with that same cry.
Then surely all these things will happen:
Hates will no longer be deaf to their voices,
The eyes will see a moment of grace instead of a threat,
and tongues will not be silenced,
they will defend a cause.
And the hands will reach out
working for peace in his native land,
working for justice in the lands
in which they seek a safe haven.
Lord, protect all refugees and migrants
May they find a friend in me
And thus make myself worthy
Of the refuge that I have found in you. Amén
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TESTIMONY OF A YOUNG RAY

My name is Luigi Moran, I am 25 years old, I belong to the local RAY Santa Rosa de 
Lima center located in Maracaibo - Venezuela. Since I was a child and thanks to my 
grandmother I attended church, I served as an altar boy for approximately 13 years. My 
walk within the movement had two moments: One in 2006 to 2010 and then from 2013 to 
the present. I came to the movement seduced by the fraternal life that I observed of those 
communities that made life in my parish and by the spirituality with which I already felt 
identified as a lay person in an Augustinian Recollect parish.

Hello! I am Nayra Ceiba, I am 23 years old, and I belong to the same local center as Luigi, 
we both belong to the Betania community. I changed my life and my way of thinking 
thanks to this family that welcomed me with open arms. I entered thanks to the insistence 
of my mother in 2015, who has always been active in the Catholic Christian faith. I used 
to have goals and ideals that were totally opposite to what my life is today, and that God 
was molding to keep me in his love. The RAY gave me the gift of seeing my mother proud 
of me for being close to God, my father changing his way of thinking about the church, 
my brothers converted and loving the movement like me. 

We both met in 2015 thanks to some 
adjustments that were made in the 
itinerary of the local center, making us 
both stay in the same training process. 
From the weekly meetings our vocation 
to marriage emerged, yes! months later 
we became a couple. The Augustinian 
charism through the RAYs was 
gradually shaping our ideals to the point 
of consolidating our vocation.

 
We have just turned 2 years of married 
life, and do not think that by having a new 
state of life we have distanced ourselves 
from the movement, on the contrary, we 
feel more than ever our restless hearts, 
serving in our local church and in our 
movement.

There have been countless experiences that the RAY has given us, they have been building 
our faith and have made us part of a great family (friars, religious, secular fraternity, 
among others). The RAY has undoubtedly been a blessing in our lives.
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